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Introduction

 Code clone is a fragment of source code that appears at least twice in a system.

 Types of clone

 Type 1: Exact copy, only differences in white space and comments.

 Type 2: Same as type 1, but also variable renaming.

 Type 3: Same as type 2, but also changing or adding few statements.

 Type 4: Semantically identical, but not necessarily same syntax.



Introduction

 Advantage of detecting clones:

 determine bugs

 determine inconsistent bug fixes 

 software reuse

 develop fast and precise code search algorithms



Introduction
 The clones detected are indeed functionally equivalent

 Measure the effectiveness of new or existing tools

 Different tools and manual inspection processes may report inconsistent clones 

 Researchers either manually confirm results or compare the clones found with the results 

reported by an existing tool

 Take researchers a significant amount of time to perform such an evaluation

 Need an oracle to automatically answer whether a clone found is indeed functionally 

equivalent and which type the clone belongs to 
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Oracle Creation: Selecting Function Pairs
 Goal to create an oracle of clones at the method level

 Choose three real-world programs Apache, Python and PostgreSQL

 Compare each method from a program against all other methods in the same 

program for clones.

 Select randomly  3-6 classes from each application 

 Enumerate all the possible function pairs for the classes. 

 Generate for the three applications is 45,109 



Oracle Creation: Selecting Function Pairs

 Apply code clone detection tools for all the function pairs

 Randomly selected a statistically significant number where a 

confidence level of 99% and a confidence interval of 5

 Resulted in a total of 1536 function pairs, 357 for Apache, 545 for 

Python, and 634 for PostgreSQL.



Oracle Creation : Determining Clones
 Ran a set of publicly available clone detection tools, including Simcad , Nicad, 

MeCC and CCCD 

 Found that these tools are inconsistent for many of the clones detected

 Perform manual inspection on the function pairs to determine clones and their 

types

 Recruited three experts who have research experience with code clones 

 Recruited four students with programming experience



Oracle Creation : Determining Clones

 Our goal for having the two groups are:

 Improve the confidence of the data 

 Present more information for future researchers to consider

 Compare how much the findings of the expert and student groups 

differed from one another



Oracle Creation : Determining Clones –

Expert Group

 Perform the manual analysis without knowing the results from clone detection tools

 Compare results from tools to make final decisions

 Numerous conflicts between the experts during the manual analysis phase

 Results from the various tools were used by the researchers to assist with the 

decision making process

 Using these results as input, conflicts were discussed until an agreement is made



Oracle Creation : Determining Clones –

Expert Group

 There were cases where no agreement could be made with these results being recorded as 

unsure in the final result set

 If several of the clone detection tools indicated a clone, where none was noted during 

manual analysis, the reviewers re-evaluated the candidate clone pair to ensure they had not 

overlooked anything

 The same process was used in reverse when the tools indicated no clone, but manual 

analysis had found a clone pair

 The final decision on a possible clone pair was made by the researchers, not by any tool



Oracle Creation : Determining Clones –

Student Group 
 A group of four students examined the same set of function pairs to provide a larger

 These students are upper division software engineering students 

 Had no prior experience with code clones

 To help familiarize students with code clones, they were asked to read papers

 Independently interviewed to ensure that they understood code clones at an acceptable level

 Did not discuss their results or come to a conclusion with other student

 Not provided with any results from clone detection tools or from the expert group 

 Asked only to identify clones but not their types



Oracle Creation :

Tool to Help Manually Inspect Clones

 Developed an open source tool CloneInspection

 Assist with the manual clone identification process for both the expert and student groups. 

 This tool automatically displayed each of the methods to be compared 

 allowed the user to select if the comparison represented a clone, and if so, what type. 

 Once the user finished examining a function pair, they can easily navigate to the next 

function pair.



Oracle Creation :

Tool to Help Manually Inspect Clones



Clones Discovered

 Clones and Their Types

 Data Available on the Project Website



Clones Discovered : Clones and Their Types



Clones Discovered : Clones and Their Types



Clones Discovered : Data Available on the Project Website



Limitations of the data

 There may be clones in our dataset that are not actually code clones

 The oracle we created only identified clones at the method level

 Work may be done to create an oracle at the sub-method level

 Did not find type-1 clones in the real world code

 Our oracle is C-based



Conclusion

 Code clone detection is important for bug finding, fixes and code search

 Describe the methodology and data for a code clone oracle which may be 

used by future researchers

 The data are agreed by a group of experts with an assistant of a set of 

leading code detection tools

 The 66 pairs of discovered code clones, the experimental data and tool are 

available on our website http://phd.gccis.rit.edu/weile/data/cloneoracle/.



Questions

 What do you think about the methodology that has been used in this paper to 

determine clone? 

 What are the other limitation in this paper?

 How could this research be extended?

 How could this research be applied in practice?


